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1 ABSTRACT
Over the past years, online commerce has become very popular. In Morocco, the culture
of e-commerce is, slowly but surely, kicking in. More than that, there is a smooth shift to using
mobile devices for shopping. Therefore, “Ramo Sports”, which is a sportswear company located
in Tangier, decided to expand their business open up to online market through an e-commerce
system. This will get new clients from all over Morocco to use their system.
This project, initially, started in the Database Systems course with Dr. N. Assem, where
a desktop application was developed for the management of the database. A web application
was also developed as an interface for the e-commerce.
This capstone project started with the design of a more sophisticated backend, database
with a web application synchronized with the mobile application’s database to be implemented.
Afterwards, the online shopping platform was implemented as a mobile application.
The objective of this project is to have a complete, reliable, and unique e-commerce
system that is expected to be an added value for the company.
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2 INTRODUCTION

The Capstone Design course is required by the School of Science and Engineering as
partial fulfillment of the bachelor degree in Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane. Throughout
the development of the capstone project, the student about to graduate demonstrates the
knowledge acquired during his four years as an undergraduate student. The development of
this project required the use of most of the learned computer science skills: Database
Design, Web Development, Desktop Application Development, Software Engineering, and
Mobile Applications Development.
In 2015, a survey was conducted by the National Telecommunications Regulatory
Agency in Morocco (ANRT Maroc) about the usage of mobile phones in Morocco. The
survey’s results show that 54.1 of individuals are equipped with a smart phone, which is
14.7 million units by 2015 and it is growing fast. The number of smart phone owners is
growing very fast.
Ramo Sports is a store that offers various sports clothing and accessories for Men,
Women and Children and meets the needs of the whole family. As a specialist in the
distribution of sporting goods in Morocco, RAMO SPORTS offers its customers a wide
variety of sports products.
Therefore, the development of a mobile application for online shopping is a very
promising project since the use of smart phones is still growing and the market is not yet
saturated. That is because the online shopping culture is not very old in Morocco.
The system that I am implementing in this capstone project is a complete e-commerce
system, consisted in a database, web and mobile application (for customers), and a desktop
application (for the administrator). However, the main focus of my capstone is on the
Mobile Application.
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3 STEEPLE Analysis
Socio-cultural:
Mobile phones have massively changed our society. They changed the way people live. In fact,
almost everybody has a smart phone and use it on a daily basis for different tasks. Now, with
phones full of applications, the first thing most us do in the morning is checking our smartphone.
Mobile applications have changed the way we use our phones. We can say that our society is
rapidly changing towards a very widespread use of mobile technologies. More than that, having
a smart phone and using it for shopping is becoming a trend. Therefore, our sportswear shop
needs to keep up with the societal changes in order to match our consumer needs and
preferences.

Technological:
The market is rapidly changing, many of these changes are because of technological
improvements. These advancements can create new markets and new opportunities. An online
shop, as a mobile application, associated with our physical store is going to be the first of its
kind in the sportswear market. This will allow the company to keep up with the technological
trend and run the store more effectively. It will also improve the communication between the
company and its consumers. This will improve the user experience as he will be informed about
all the new products and have them delivered to him.

Economical:
The mobile application will be free to download for all customers. It is developed using opensource/free tools and programming languages, the profit will be mainly from the purchases
made. More than that, the system developed is expected to guarantee economic growth for the
company thanks to the expansion to the online market. It is also expected to gain user
confidence. Also, since the e-commerce will be launched in parallel with the actual physical
shop, this mobile application online shop will not affect the workflow of the overall company.
This could also result in improving sales of sportswear products; which might reduce prices and
increase competition.

Environmental:
Developing this online store will somehow be in favor of the environment. It will save the
energy needed for the customers to physically visit the shop (fuel). This will preserve energy
and prevent the pollution of the local environment. Also, creating a digitized version of the
company will decrease the use of papers, hence preserve the environment.
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Political:
In the Moroccan context, there are no direct consequences of launching a mobile application
online store. In fact, the government of Morocco seem to have a positive position when it comes
to new technologies.

Legal:
The mobile application that is going to be developed is completely legal since it doesn’t infract
any law in the Moroccan constitution. It won’t be harmful in any way and it won’t publish the
users’ private/personal information. Also, the company will pay the taxes for the sales made
through the mobile application.

Ethical:
The mobile application will follow the code of ethics and won’t harm in any way the customers,
the company, the employees and the society as a whole. The consumers’ rights will be respected
to the maximum extent. The marketing techniques will be telling the truth about the products
offered. The employees will be informed about the application’s mission and goals. Also, the
information of users will be encrypted and stored in secure database.
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4 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS

4.1

Functional Requirements

Introduction:
The project is composed of a Web Application (Already developed in previous work on the
project), a desktop application (already developed but will be optimized and updated), these last
two are linked to backend database (MySQL), and a mobile application that is going to be
implemented together with a backend database (SQLite) and synchronized with the MySQL
one.
This functional requirements section will be mainly about the mobile application but will also
touch the desktop application that will take care of the management of orders, accounts and
products. It is dedicated for the administrator of the system.

MOBILE APPLICATION:
Register:
The user of the application must be able to create an account. While creating his account, he
must provide personal info: Name, address, email address, phone number… He will have to
confirm his email address.
Login:
The mobile application must have login activity with a field for a username and a password.
The user will be able to login if he confirmed his email address. After logging in, the user will
be able to:
-view/modify his personal info.
-view latest products.
-add products to a cart.
-remove product from a cart.
-view the cart.
-confirm an order.
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Home:
The mobile application must have a home screen visible for all the user of the application
(whether logged in or not). The home screen should contain the latest products added to the
database.
Search:
The mobile application should have a screen for product search based on some criteria:
- Price
- Name
- Brand
User Account:
The user must be able to modify his personal information and terminate his account if he has
no pending orders.
Products:
The user of the application must be able to view a product list available for sale. He must be
able to view their details and add them to his cart if he is logged in.
Orders:
After adding products to his cart, the user must be able to confirm his order and provide a valid
address and a valid mobile phone for the products to be shipped.
Push Notifications:
The mobile application could have a push notifications functionality. It will be used to send
promotions to users. It could also be used to inform users about new products.
About:
The mobile application should have a screen dedicated for general information about the
company.

Desktop Application:
The desktop application (already implemented) is a database management system dedicated
for the administrator to:
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-

Manage the accounts of users registered through the mobile application or the web
application.

-

Manage the products that will be displayed in the web and mobile application.

-

Manage the orders made through the mobile or web application.

It must have the following functional requirements:
Login:
The login frame that will allow the administrator of the system to login using a predefined login
and password.

Figure 1 Login Frame of Desktop App

Main Menu: The application has a main menu with three options:

Figure 2Main Menu
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Product Management System:
The product management system allows the admin to view a complete list of all the products
offered. It will also allow the admin to search, add, udpate and view products.
The search is done base on many criteria.

Figure 3 Products Display
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E-commerce management system:
The e-commerce management system allows the admin to view a clear list of orders made by
the users of the web and mobile application.

Figure 4 List of Orders

The admin will be able to view, update or delete orders.

Figure 5 List of Products in an order
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Accounts management system:
The accounts management system allow the admin to view or delete accounts created by the
users of the web or mobile application.

Figure 6 List of Registered Accounts

The account details shows the list of orders made by the user and their details.

Figure 7 User Details and His Orders

Some of these functionalities of the desktop applications are already implemented in the
previous work on the project. However, some changes/updates are to be made in order to adapt
it to mobile application that is going to be developed
15

4.2

Non-Functional Requirements:

Product requirements
Availability Requirements:
The system must be always available for use. Except for special cases (in case of backup), it
will announced beforehand through push notifications.
Usability requirements:
The final mobile application will be entirely in French, because it is targeting the Moroccan
market. It will be user-friendly and very easy to use.
Performance requirements:
The mobile application will be developed using Android Studio which will, thanks to the
good algorithms that will be used, guarantee a high execution speed and a minimized response
time.
Scalability requirements:
The expected number of users of the mobile application is very big. It is expected that the
number of users grows on within the next few years. Therefore, the application must be highly
scalable. We will achieve that thank to some MySQL solutions such as (MySQL cluster or
MySQL replication)
Maintainability requirements:
The application should be maintainable in order to allow upgrades (through the Google Play
Store) in the future.
Extensibility requirements:
The mobile application should be extensible. It should allow updating it and adding new
features in the future.
Security requirements:
The application must be very secure because it deals with the private information of the users.
This should be performed using the right encryption of data only accessed by the
administrator. More than that, the system must follow these main security rules:
-

Confidentiality: Only the admin has access to user personal info and orders.

-

Integrity: Only the users can modify their personal info.

-

Authenticity: No one can access, modify or delete other accounts’ information.
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5 FEASIBILITY STUDY
The feasibility study phase is a very important phase, because it is the one that helps the software
engineer to see the negative sides of his project and it helps him to refine the software process.
In fact, the feasibility study can make any project a successful one if it is done in a correct way.
This deliverable is the feasibility study for the project I will be working on my capstone:
“Sportswear Store E-commerce”

Product feasibility:
The system that will be developed will help the client achieve their objectives. Which are
expanding their business and open up to the online market. This will be achieved thanks to the
mobile application that will make the access to the company’s products, order them and
communicate with the company extremely easy. Talking about communication, the mobile
application with the “push” feature will allow the administrator to send notifications to the
users’ phone about new products, promotions, or just advertising the store’s products.

Technical and Operational Feasibility:
For this project, I will be using Java & XML for the mobile application using Android Studio
as it is the official IDE for android applications’ developing.
For the backend, I will be using SQLite as a database engine; as it is known for its highreliability, full-featured, and self-contained. More than that, it is the most suitable database
engine to use with an android application.

Social & Market Feasibility:
Since smart phones are being used by almost everybody, I believe that a mobile application for
our client “the sportswear store” will be of great benefit. Also, since there are no similar
applications for other sportswear stores, this project will be one of a kind and it is expected to
become the leader of sportswear stores mobile applications’ e-commerce.

After approaching the client « Ramo Sports » for the how they want their product to be
developed and what are the minimum functions the product must perform; I decided that the
project is feasible to develop and to be materialized in terms of “implementation, contribution
of project to organization, cost constraints, and as per values and objectives of the organization.”
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6 METHODOLOGY
Rapid Application Development Model

Figure 8 Rapid Application Development Model
Figure 9 Rapid Application Development

From: http://etutorials.xyz/sdlc-models/
Concerning the system development methodology, I opted for the RAD (Rapid Application
Development). Since it allows fast development and delivery of a high quality system, [3] it
was the perfect methodology for my capstone project. In fact, I had permanent contact with the
client throughout the different stages of software process. I developed each part of the project
alone and had the client (Ramo Sports) test it and give me feedback about what should be
changed or improved. This interaction saved me a lot of time, because the feedback was
instantaneous. Accordingly, the user was involved in the design.
Also, since the project is an E-Commerce, the priority is to fulfill the business need of the
company; which goes hand to hand with the main principles of the Rapid Application
Development methodology. Moreover, since it is a capstone project, we have deadlines and we
need to meet them. This among the basic principles of RAD. The presence of deadlines or
“timeboxes” [3].
The main strengths of the RAD model:
-

“The operational version of an application is available much earlier than with Waterfall,
Incremental, or Spiral frameworks.” [3]

-

“Because RAD produces systems more quickly and to a business focus, this approach
tends to produce systems at a lower cost” [3]

-

“Concentrates on essential system elements from user viewpoint.”[3]
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7 SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture I opted for in the project is 3-tier application architecture. Because of
the four main benefits it has; that most of them happen to be on the list of the non-functional
requirements of the project:


“Maintainability. Because each tier is independent of the other tiers, updates or changes
can be carried out without affecting the application as a whole.”



“Scalability. Because tiers are based on the deployment of layers, scaling out an
application is reasonably straightforward.”



“Flexibility. Because each tier can be managed or scaled independently, flexibility is
increased.”



“Availability. Applications can exploit the modular architecture of enabling systems
using easily scalable components, which increases availability.” [1]

On the other hand, the system architecture I opted for is similar to the RESTful API architecture.
The client connects to the web application or the mobile application in the presentation tier and
makes orders. The orders are processed in the logic tier by the admin and then stored in the data
tier. There is also an auto-synchronization of the SQLite database with MySQL one to add new
products to the mobile application.

Figure 10 System Architecture
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8 DESIGN
8.1 Use Case Diagram:

Figure 11 Use Case Diagram
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The diagram above is a use case diagram which represents the mobile user interaction with the
system of the mobile application as well as the administrator’s interaction with the desktop
application. The diagram shows, depending on the user of the system, the different actions and
relationship with each other. CRUD is the acronym for: Create, Read, Update, Delete, which
are the 4 basic operations performed by the administrator of the system on its different
components. The actors are:
-

Administrator: Creates, Reads, Updates, and deletes accounts, orders, and products.

-

Visitor: Registers to be able to search, view, and order products.

-

Registered User: He needs to login to be able to create a cart and add products to it.
Then he can place an order. He can also modify his profile.

8.2 Interaction Overview Diagram

Figure 12 Interaction Overview Diagram

“Interaction overview diagrams provide overview of the flow of control where nodes of the
flow are interactions or interaction uses. Interaction overview diagrams do look like activity
diagrams that can only have inline interactions or interaction uses instead of invocation
actions. ” [2]
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8.3 Data Model
Entity Relationship Diagram (ERD):

13 Entity
RelationshipDiagram
Diagram Made
using
PHPMyAdmin
FigureFigure
13 Entity
Relationship
Made
using
PHPMyAdmin

After applying the tools we learned in the Database Systems class, each table has its primary
key and there is no transition relationship or a dependency relationship so in this case we can
conclude that these tables are all in 3NF and that makes our implementation easier.
o Cart is an important entity involved in our business. This entity is linked to account
entity and cart line entity. One cart can be used in one account and one account can use
only one card. Moreover, Cart can have many cart lines while a cart line can have only
one cart as a resource.
o Cart line is another important entity involved in our business. This entity is linked to
entity cart which is described previously and Product entity. In fact, a cart line can have
one and only one product while products can be in many cart lines.
o Account represents the accounts of the customers. It also holds a relationship with the
table Cart, which is a unique feature of the mobile application that allows the customer
to buy multiple different products online with different quantities.
o Product: This is one of the central and heaviest tables of our database. It contains a list
of all the products (available or not) that have been, are, or will be provided by the store.
It has a relationship with cart_line.
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Table

Column

Data Type

Column Description

Table Description

a_username

String

The
username
is
the
of the table is chosen by the user.

a_password

String

The password is chosen by the user and is used for
authentication. It is encrypted using MD5 hash algorithm.

a_name

String

The full name of the user.

a_phone

String

The phone number of the user.

a_email

String

The email of the user, which will be confirmed using
PHPMailer.

a_address

String

The address of the user.

a_city

String

The city of the user.

a_postal_code

String

The postal code of the user.

a_confirmation

Integer

This column indicates whether the confirmation email is
sent.

a_confirmed

Integer

This column indicates if the email is confirmed.

a_creation_date

Date

This column stores the creation date of the account and is
automatically generated

p_barcode

Integer

The barcode of the product, it is the primary key of the
table and it is auto-incremented.

p_brand

String

The brand of the product.

p_name

String

The name of the product.

p_description

String

The description of the product.

primary

key

Account

Product

p_type

String

The type/category of the product.

p_qoh

Integer

The quantity on hand (in the stock) of that product.

p_size

String

The size of the product.

p_price

Double

The price of the product.

p_image

String

The link of the image of the product.
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The account table will store the
information relevant to the user of
the mobile application (and the web
application) It stores the user's
authentication
info
as
well as his personal Information.
The account/user will be able to
create a cart and add cart lines to it.
The a_username column will be a
foreign key of the cart table.

The product table stores the product
information, its barcode and a link
to an image of the product.

Cart

Cart
Line

c_number

Integer

The cart number, it is the primary key of the table and it is
auto-incremented.

a_username

String

The username of the user who created the Cart, it is a
foreign key.

c_date

Date

The date the cart was created.

c_payment_method

String

The payment method chosen by the user who created the
cart or made the order.

c_status

String

The status of the order/cart (active, complete or canceled)

c_number

Integer

The cart number is at the same time a foreign key and a
primary key together with the product barcode. It
references to the cart it belongs to.

p_barcode

Integer

The product barcode is at the same time a foreign key and
a primary key together with the cart number.

cl_quantity

Integer

The quantity of a product added to the cart.

cl_amount

Double

The amount of money of a single cart line.
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The cart table stores general
information about a cart. We can
consider this table as an "order"
table, because the admin of the
system will receive the carts as
orders.

The table Cart Line will store the
different products in a cart/order.
Each product in a cart will be stored
in a different cart line and will
reference to the same cart.

9 IMPLEMENTATION
As mentioned before, the implementation of the web and desktop applications is not part of my
project scope. They were implemented previously during the Database Design class. However,
I had to do many changes in desktop application in order to improve it and to adapt it to the
mobile application. I also had to change some things in the web application. These changes took
me several days. Afterwards, I had to redesign the database in order to adapt it to the
requirements of my project.
Altogether, I spent almost two weeks improving the previous parts of the project.
Afterwards, I started implementing the mobile application. To be honest, it wasn’t as easy as
expected, I had to re-discover Android applications’ development. I did a lot of research and
learned a lot of new things before and during the implementation of the application. First, I took
some time to design an attractive GUI. I used Photoshop for that. Then I started by
implementing the Login and Register activities working with a SQLite local database. After the
authentication, I started working on the display of the home screen and then the products, which
are stored in the local database. This SQLite database is synchronized with the MySQL database
connected with the desktop and web applications (hosted online), using JSON as follows.
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The Login activity:
The following is the code and GUI of the Login activity:

Figure 14 Mobile application Login

This activity responsible for the authentication of the user. It is the first activity of the
application. The user can choose to Login or Sign up if he is not registered yet.
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Home and Navigation Drawer Activity:
After logging in, the Home screen is as follows:
This is the landing activity after the login.

And this is the navigation drawer menu.

Figure 15 Mobile application Main Menu

Figure 16 Mobile application Navigation Drawer
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The code used to implement the navigation drawer and the Home activity is as follows:
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Then, the user will be able to view the categories of
products and browse the products in each category:
This is some of the code responsible for this activity:

Figure 17: Mobile application’s Category List

After choosing a category, the application displays
the list of products under that category in a gridView. This is done using a function call in the
DatabaseHelper.

Figure 17 Mobile application Product by Category
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After finding the product he is looking for, the user can view its details.
Then he can add the product to his cart.

Then the user
can view his
shopping
cart,
modify,
and
process checkout
Here
is
an
example of the
code responsible
of parsing JSON:

Figure 18 View Cart
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Checkout:
Afterwards, the user can perform the checkout and send his order.
Here is some of the code responsible for that.
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10 TECHNOLOGY ENABLERS
Desktop Application:
For the desktop application that was developed before, the following technology enablers were
used:

JAVA
JAVA

was

used

to

develop the whole the
desktop application
MySQL was used for the
backend, it is linked to

MySQL

both the desktop and
web application.

Web Application:
For the web application that was developed before as well, the following technology enablers
were used:
HTML was used as a
markup language for the

HTML

web application
CSS was used for the design

CSS

of the Web Application
PHP combined with HTML

PHP

was used for the scripting.

Bootstrap CSS

Bootstrap was used to make

Framework

the web application look
fancier.
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Mobile Application:
For the mobile application that is to be developed during the implementation phase of the
project, these technology enablers are going to be used:
Android SDK is used to
develop

Android SDK

the

mobile

application
As the android SDK comes
with

a

package

that

contains SQLite specific

SQLite

classes, SQLite is used for
the local database of the
mobile application.

Other Tools:
These tools were used for different purposes:
Photoshop

was

used

to

design the graphical user
interface

Photoshop

of

the

application’s

mobile
activities.

(Backgrounds, Images, and
icons)
Draw.io was used to draw the
different diagrams of the

Draw.io

design part of the project.
Visual Studio was used to
modify the code for the web,

Visual Studio

desktop
application.
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and

mobile

11 TESTING
Testing was done throughout the development of the project. In fact, I had an android phone
connected with the computer. Whenever I add a feature or a functionality, I test it right away.
This helped me find errors right away and have each and every functionality of the application
tested. I used http://www.freesqldatabase.com/ to host the MySQL database and test the
synchronization of MySQL and SQLite database using JSON thanks to the free hosting service
provided by the website.
This is a small example for testing the connection of the mobile app with the MySQL database
in order to synchronize the new registered account.
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12 Conclusion & Future Perspectives:
Obviously, there is still a lot to work on in the mobile application if I want to launch it to the
market. There is also the possibility of developing the iOS version of the application. This
mobile e-shopping store is promising and will certainly boost Ramo Sports’ business. In fact,
even if the application doesn’t bring the company many orders (through the application), it
could serve as a marketing strategy. This will be done after adding the push notifications to it
and sending notifications to users whenever there is a new product or a new discount. That is
among the reasons why I chose to have the user register in the application, in order to have his
data. This will allow us to send him promotions to his phone as well as his email address.
I find it amazing how I learned mobile application development using Android throughout the
semester while developing the application at the same time. I made use of Youtube.com tutorials
and stackoverflow.com’s solution to each and every problem I face while developing the app.
More than that, working on this capstone project was a great opportunity for me to put the
knowledge, I’ve acquired during these four years, into practice. However, it showed me some
of my weak points and helped me transform them into strong points.
Now, I know how to gather requirements, design, implement, and test a software. In addition, I
learned how to implement the server side, the client side and the data side, each one separately
from the other one.
I also got to learn how to analyze the social, technological, economical, ecological, political,
legal, and ethical aspects of a project and get the best out of it.
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Appendix A: Web Application user manual
For the Web application here is some instruction manual steps:

Full website implemented with login signup and error handling as well as input checking to avoid mysql
injection.
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Products are sorted by type/brand and by alphabetical/price order.

40

Profile and update functions along with a history of all purchases made.
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42

Fully functional cart system with php sessions.

SMTP server allows us to send emails to confirm account and to send digital receipts.
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